
Abanoub Amir Mina
Web Developer

I Am passionate about creating web experiences that improve the
lives of those around me .

abanoubamir8@gmail.com

(+971) 0523841706

Dubai, Dubai, UAE

ww.abanoubamir.com/

linkedin.com/in/abanoub-amir-8b9483164

github.com/BonoAmir

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Computer Science
Arab Academy for Science Technology &
Maritime Transport
2014 - 2018, 

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Yelp campgrounds
Yelp for Campgrounds where you can sign up
or login see all campgrounds posted by other
users and commint or post ypur own cam
ground with pictures Tools Used : Tools Used:
-Html -Css -MongoDB -Ejs -JavaScript -
express.js -npm -body-parser -mongoose -
passport .

BlogApp
where you can post yor post edit or delete
your blogs Tools Used: -Html -Css -MongoDB
-Ejs -JavaScript -express.js -npm -body-parser
-mongoose

Weather App
Where you can see you weather and can
toggle between fahrenheit and celsius
depending on your location Tools Used: -
Html -Css -JavaScript -FontAwesome.

Circular-Sound
simple sound game when you press any key it
will make an animated circul with sound and
each key produces different sound and
different colored circle Tools used : -java
script -html -css -howler.js Audio library -
paper.js for animations

Speechy (Graduation project)
Android app for my graduation project using
android studio, firebase database , java and
javascript , the app has some features like
one to one chatting, text to speech, speech
to text, sign in and sign up .

ANDROID SKILLS

HTML CSS JavaScript Jquery MongoDB

NodeJs NPM Bootsrap Java C++

Android XML JSON Firebase

WORK EXPERIENCE
IT Internship (08/2018 – 10/2018)
Company : Arab computers (Egypt)

Java Developer Internship (12/2018 – 02/2019)
Company : Mashreq arabia(Egypt).

Embedded systems Internship (04/2019 – 06/2019)
Company : swift Act(Egypt)

COURSES
Google Android Nanodegree
Udacity

Embedded Bootcamp
C PROGRAMMING , Design Patterns , Device Drivers , Testing.

Google Technical Support Fundamentals
coursera

LANGUAGES
English
Mother Tongue

Arabic
Fluent

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Military Status: Exempted Birth date: 26/7/1995

Marital Status: Single Nationality: Egyptian
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